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STICKING MY NECK OUT

For comments, suggestions or tips, please contact
Larry. To view past newsletters or homepage.
PREFACE: I had to fight long and hard to put out
this current Newsletter. It is simply my predictions of
things that could possibly happen within the run-up
to November 3rd.
I apologize to the readers if they find my predictions
boring – or redundant. I would appreciate any
comments or ideas that you might have, regarding the
upcoming election.
ON WITH THE SHOW
I have been hounding my colleagues here at
LawrenceKlepinger.com to allow me a free reign on
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my predictions for the upcoming November 3rd
Presidential Election.
They finally relented – upon threat of death. Of
course, that is a joke, for those who are so jaded
nowadays that they can’t tell a joke when it slaps
them in the face.
So without further pontification, here are my election
predictions:
Scenario #1 Joe Biden will be the Democratic
presidential nominee – and whomever he picks (other
than Michelle Obama) Biden, along with the
Democratic Party, will suffer one of the biggest
defeats in modern, political history.
Scenario #2 Joe Biden will be the Democratic
presidential nominee, a woman “of color” will be his
running mate, Biden will have immediate health
problems, he will be removed, the woman “of color”
will choose someone of stature, to be her running
mate.
Scenario #3 Joe Biden will be shunted aside before
the Democratic convention, Michelle Obama will be
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replace him, and she will then choose her running
mate – probably a man to “balance” the ticket.
Of the above 3 scenarios – I think #3 is the most
likely one to happen.
Democratic Convention Scenario – There will be
no actual Democratic convention – it will be totally
virtual. That way it will be much easier to control the
Sanders wing of the party. They will simply be
ignored and shoved out – like they were last time
around.
Debate Scenario – there will be NO face-to-face
debates. The Democrats are not that dumb. I will
hedge my prediction that if there is a debate, it will
not be in person – again being presented virtually, via
televised Mass Media. This way the MSM can cover
for Biden (or Michelle) and his plethora of continual
gaffes.
The best scenario is to keep Biden on the ticket, use
the Wuhan virus as an excuse not to debate directly.
However, if the Democrats take Biden out too soon,
then his successor would be forced into debating
Trump. That is the last thing the Democrats want –
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face to face confrontation with Donald Trump. He
would demolish anybody, including Michelle Obama.
Republican Convention Scenario – President
Trump will be nominated by acclamation, along with
Mike Pence. Trump will not replace Pence as his
running mate. The convention will also be virtually
televised via the MSM, because they do not want to
show the “yuge” amount of support for President
Trump.
Election Outcome
IF, it is Biden/Woman of color and Trump/Pence,
Trump will garner a minimum of 336 Electoral votes
and could go as high as 400 or more.
The Un-silent Majority will come out in massive
support of Trump. Black support will top 25%,
Hispanic and Asian turnout will be around 20%.
IF, it is Biden/Michelle Obama and Trump/Pence it
will be closer – but Trump will still win.
IF, it is a ruptured Democratic convention, where all
hell breaks loose and Michelle Obama is “drafted”
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and they pick a “moderate,” then it is going to be a
real horserace.
But, whatever the final political scenario – Trump
will win on November 3, 2020. That, you can take to
the Bank!
THE AFTERMATH
If Trump wins a second term, the House will also
revert back to the GOP, and the Senate will remain in
Republican control.
THEN, things will get done at lightning speed.
If, on the other hand, the Democrats manage to win –
especially with Michelle Obama and company – the
country will never be the same again.
And it won’t be Trump’s fault – it will be the fault of
We the People.
FINAL THOUGHTS
I have found it profoundly interesting that Barack
Obama is coming out in full-force for Joe Biden.
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But this is a ploy – yet another Sun-Tzu deception.
If Biden is ousted, which I truly believe will happen,
then Obama can say he was “behind Biden all the
way,” thus deflecting any criticism of bias toward his
wife.
CRAZY AFTERTHOUGHT
If Michelle Obama is actually elected president, Ruth
Bader Ginsburg will retire – and Michelle Obama
will put Barack Obama on the Supreme Court.
Remember, if the Democrats win, and Michelle
Obama is the president, the down-ballot votes will,
more than likely, go to the Democrats.
The Democrats, if they win the Presidency, they
could retain the House – and possibly capture the
Senate.
STICKING MY NECK WAY OUT THERE
One thing about being a Sovereign Individual – you
have to have the courage to STATE your ideas and
concepts, clearly and concisely – and not give a damn
what other people think.
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The wishy-washy “predictions” that everyone is
giving are just talking points, parroting what each
other has already said.
Never be ashamed of the chances you take; only
those in which you lacked the courage to try!
Yes, I am sticking my neck out – but I have no
regrets. When I ran for United States Congress, I only
missed winning the primary by 1700 votes – without
taking a penny in campaign donations.
Most pundits said I was going to get creamed and
that, “You don’t stand a snowball’s chance in hell.”
Yes, I lost. But you can damn well be assured that we
tried. And we never, never, never, never gave in.
I wonder if all Sovereign Individuals have a little bit
of Winston Churchill’s DNA in their bloodstream?
I hope I did not bore you too much with this
Newsletter and my line of predictions. I am fully
prepared for the jeers, if I make even a slight mistake.
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That is it for now. Take care, stay safe and keep
thinking positive.
Until next time, Sayonara from Kobe, Japan!
Lawrence Klepinger
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